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BRAND MODEL DESCRIPTION LENGTH

Blizzard Cochise

The Cochise is a 108mm all 

mountain/powder ski. The rocker camber 

rocker profile combined with 2 sheets of 

metal creates a feeeling of precision and 

stability. Add in a progressive tip and tail 

taper and the soft snow compatability is 

great. 

185

Blizzard Scout

The Scout is the metal-less version of the 

Cochise. It offers the same great soft snow 

performance as the Cochise and is only 

slightly less stable on hard pack compared 

to it's big brother, the Cochise. 

177

Blizzard Rustler 10

The Rustler 10 has a progressive waist width 

depending on length, at 172cm this ski is 

102mm underfoot and is a perfect do 

everything ski no matter the conditions.  

Combining a carbon flipcore with a rocker 

camber rocker profile creates a super stable 

and powerful feel on groomers.

172

Blizzard Brahma

The Brahma is an 88mm underfoot on piste 

carver. The carbon flipcore sandwiched 

between two sheets of metal creates a 

super stable ski that can hold an edge at  

any speed. Truly the ultimate all mountain 

carving ski from Blizzard.
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Elan Ripstick 96

The Ripstick series is Elan's true freeride ski 

that doubles as an all mountain carving ski. 

The 96mm underfoot is a super versatile ski 

that floats in powder and rips on groomers. 

The amphibio technology can be found on 

all Ripstick models and allows the skis to 

track together when carving. 

181

Elan Ripstick 106

The ripstick 106 shares all technology's to 

the more narrow models. However it is 

softer in flex in both the tip and tail to allow 

for more playfulness and bounce in deep 

snow

174          

188   

Elan Ripstick 88 

The ripstick 88 shares all the technology's to 

the 96 model but with added stiffness in the 

tip and tail to improve on piste 

performance. 

156        

172    

Elan Amphibio 84 xTI

The elan amphibio 84xTi is an extremely 

versatile ski. Great for intermediate skiers 

who are starting to push their skis harder.  

There is a dedicated left and right ski due to 

the amphibio technology which truly 

enhances the skis turning capabilities. with 

added camber along the inside edge to grip 

the snow tip to tail, and a rockered outside 

edge to allow for easy turn initiation these 

skis track together effortlessly. 
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Elan Wingman Cti

New for 2020, the wingman is the perfect 

middle ground between the amphibio and 

the ripstick. A versatile 86mm underfoot 

width these skis perform amazingly both on 

and off piste.  The Cti boasts a 

carbon/titanal core for added stiffness and 

response tailored towards heavier/more 

aggressive skiers.

178    

184

Elan Ripstick Jr. 86

The ripstick 86 junior shares all similarities 

to the adult version but with a softer wood 

core to allow lighter weight kids/teens to be 

able to properly flex the ski. 

158

Nordica Enforcer 88

The enforcer series from nordica is a 

versatile family that can be used for 

anything on the mountain. Especially well 

balanced thanks to its wood core 

sandwiched between two metal sheets with 

carbon stringers running throughout the ski 

is at home laying down turns on groomers 

and blasting through crud. This ski is 88mm 

underfoot which yearns to turn, very quick 

edge to edge making a great groomer ski. 

172        
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Nordica Enforcer 93

The enforcer series from nordica is a 

versatile family that can be used for 

anything on the mountain. Especially well 

balanced thanks to its wood core 

sandwiched between two metal sheets with 

carbon stringers running throughout the ski 

is at home laying down turns on groomers 

and blasting through crud. This ski is 98mm 

underfoot which yearns to turn, very quick 

edge to edge making a great all around 

carving/freeride ski

185

Nordica Enforcer 100

The enforcer 100 is the widest of the 3 

enforcer demo's we offer. Being 100mm 

this ski is more so tailored towards off piste 

skiing but still has great performance on 

groomers as it shares the same core 

technologies as it's two narrower models. A 

great all around freeride ski ready to 

conquer anything the mountain has to 

offer.

185

Nordica Navigator 80

The Navigator series from Nordica is the 

most progressive ski Nordica offers. 

Constructed with a hexagonal titanium core, 

the navigator uses essentially a metal grid 

as opposed to a full sheet of metal, this 

makes the Navigator lighter in weight and 

softer in flex compared to the Enforcers. 

This ski is 80mm underfoot making it the 

perfect ski for laying down turns on 

groomers. 
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Nordica Navigator 85

The Navigator 85 has an emphasis on 

versatility. This ski is perfect for people who 

mostly find themselves on piste but will 

chase fresh snow when available. The early 

rise along with taper in the tips allow for 

easy maneuvarability in fresh snow. 

172

K2
Mindbender 90 

Ti

The mindbender 90ti is the perfect ski for 

taking intermediate level skiers to advanced 

skiers, but will still please expert skiers. This 

ski has exceptional torsional rigidity 

provided by two sheets of metal meaning 

this ski can hold its own blasting through 

crud and has amazing edge hold when 

laying down turns. The 90mm waist makes 

for a great carving ski but is still wide 

enough to get you through deeper days.

177

K2
Mindbender 99 

Ti

A great one ski quiver. The Mindbender 99ti 

shares all the great technologies that the 

90ti has to offer, paired with a 99mm waist 

makes this a ski you can use any day of the 

season. Whether it's a knee deep powder 

day or hardpack corduroy day, the 

Mindbender 99ti does it all.
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Line
Supernatural 

100

The Line Supernatural 100 is an all 

mountain charging ski. This ski is designed 

towards off piste skiing, with a full sheet of 

metal in the is designed towards off piste 

skiing, with a full sheet of metal in the core 

this ski and blast over crud, blown out chop, 

floats in deep snow and has exceptional 

edge hold on groomers. The flex pattern of 

this ski is extremely smooth, getting slightly 

softer in the tips and tails this allows for 

easy turn initiation, smearing, and pressing. 

172    
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